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North American Psychoanalytic Confederation
NAPsaC

www.napsac.info

American Psychoanalytic Association - APsaA
Canadian Psychoanalytic Society - CPS
Société canadienne de psychoanalyse - SCP
Institute for Psychoanalytic Training and Research - IPTAR
Japan Psychoanalytic Society
Los Angeles Institute and Society for Psychoanalytic Studies - LAISPS
New York Freudian Society - NYFS
Northwestern Psychoanalytic Society - NPS
Psychoanalytic Center of California - PCC
Psychoanalytic Institute of Northern California - PINC

Korean Association of Psychoanalysis - KAPA
American Psychoanalytic Association - APsaA

309 East 49th Street
10017 New York
United States
T: 1 212 752 04 50
E: deankstein@apsa.org
www.apsa.org/

Members: 2555
Candidates:

Founded: May 9, 1911 in Baltimore, MD

Founding members:
Trigant Burrow,
Ralph Hamill,
John T. McCurdy,
Adolf Meyer,
James Jackson Putnam,
G. Lane Taneyhill,
G. Alexander Young
Ernest Jones

Status: ipa.uk, 2011, APsaA 2011
Canadian Psychoanalytic Society - CPS
Société canadienne de psychoanalyse - SCP

7000 Côte Des Neiges
H3S 2C1 Montreal, Quebec
Canada
T: 1 514 738 61 05
E: psyanal@qc.aira.com
www.psychoanalysis.ca

Members: 406
Candidates:

Founded: 1956
IPA Component Society: 31.7.1957

Training Centres in
Vancouver
Toronto
Ottawa
Montreal

The interaction between patient and analyst may give rise to powerful internal reactions – anxiety, confusion, anger, excitement which may be difficult for the patient to recognize as an experience, and such experience may not be tolerated for more than a few moments if at all. The patient then may adopt the position of a discussant and the analyst may be drawn into such discussions, debates or theorizing. This can lead to powerful impetus towards a style of discussion which defends against the recognition of the experience. It is in fact the patient's and the analyst's contact with such emotional experience, recognized as such, that promotes a deeper understanding...

Download The Advanced Flyer: English Version | Version Française

Keynote Speaker: Dr. Michael Feldman
Training Psychoanalyst at the British Psychoanalytic Society, author of monographs: Doubt, Conviction and the Analytic Process

Status: ipa.uk, 2011; CPS, 7.7.2011
Institute for Psychoanalytic Training and Research - IPTAR

140 West 97th Street
10023 New York
United States
T: 1 212 427 7070
E: info@iptar.org
www.iptar.org

Members: 201
Candidates:

Society Founded: 1958
Institute Founded: 1960
IPA Component Society: 1989
Japan Psychoanalytic Society

Nippon Seishin-Bunseki Kyokai

C/o Kodera Foundation for Psych. Study SC Building
6th Floor 3-4 Yotsuya,
Shinjuku-ku
160 0004 Tokyo
Japan
T: 81 3 37 46 33 77
E: igajiinkan@icom.home.ne.jp
www.jpas.jp/index_e.html

Members: 36
Candidates:

Founded: October 1955
by Heisaku Kosawa
Los Angeles Institute and Society for Psychoanalytic Studies - LAISPS

12011 San Vicente Boulevard, Suite 310
90049 Los Angeles
United States
T: 1 310 440 0333
E: laisps@mindspring.com
www.laisps.org

Members: 64
Associate Members: 17
Candidates: 32

Established in 1970
IPA Provisional Society:
IPA Componant Society: 1995

Welcome to The Los Angeles Institute and Society for Psychoanalytic Studies

LAISPS was established in 1970 as the first fully interdisciplinary psychoanalytic training program in Los Angeles to include a variety of mental health clinicians such as marriage and family therapists, social workers, and psychologists as well as physicians.

The Institute is committed to excellence in the training and education of psychoanalysts.

We invite your interest and participation.

Sigmund Freud

AN INVITATION FOR TRAINING IN PSYCHOANALYSIS

Why Choose LAISPS? Independence & Depth

LAISPS is dedicated to psychoanalytic independence, which we define as an open-minded, discerning attitude toward the rich diversity of psychoanalytic theory and practice. We highly value contemporary orientations and believe that in order to understand them in depth, a strong foundation in Freud's seminal work is necessary. We are committed to the task of helping candidates forge their unique psychoanalytic identities. Come join us.

Download More Information (pdf) | Training Application (pdf) | Admission Policy

Please join us for a book signing celebration

Status: ipa.uk, 2011; LAIPS 7.7.2011
New York
Freudian Society - NYFS

Former: New York Society of Freudian Psychologists

Supports the Psychoanalytic Training Institute of NYFS

1173A Second Avenue #323
10021 New York
United States
T: 1 212 752 7883
E: connies3@aol.com
www.nyfreudiansociety.org

Members: 236
Candidates:

Founded: 1959
IPA provisional member: 1989
IPV Component Society 1993

“Psychoanalysis still represents the most coherent and intellectually satisfying view of the mind that we have.”
Eric Kandel, MD, Nobel Prize-winning neurophysiologist
Northwestern Psychoanalytic Society - NPS

1711, 12th Avenue
98122 Seattle
United States
T: 1 206 956 4446
E: jkeehoff@comcast.net
www.nwpsy.org

Members: 26
Candidates:

Founded:
IPA Provisional Society:
IPA Componant Society:

Northwestern Psychoanalytic Society

Overview and Objectives

The psychoanalytic endeavor involves the careful attempt to explore aspects of the vast unconscious realms of human experience. Such an exploration is not only an Odyssey toward origins more ancient than the 2700 year-old Homeric poem but also explorations toward the many unconscious components which color one's experience of this moment in time. Like small boats setting out to explore vast and complex regions, we enter into such an effort with awe and respect for the depths of the human psyche. In preparation for such a voyage it is prudent to search out the 'map and compass' to follow (the psychoanalytic view) and the 'vessel and crew' (personal psychoanalyst and teachers or other mentors) which most suit our hopes and goals as well as our temperament. This website offers a statement of one such avenue of psychoanalytical investigation. The psychoanalytic training program of the Northwestern Psychoanalytic Society embraces four organizing principles:

1) To work to expand upon and deepen understanding of the basic psychoanalytic principles, which have evolved over the history of the psychoanalytic movement.

2) To offer, within the many psychoanalytic points of view thusly embraced, a contemporary Kleinian-Bionian viewpoint whose basic emphasis include:

Deepening awareness of the multiple simultaneous levels

Status: ipa.uk, NPS: 2011;
Psychoanalytic Center of California - PCC

11500 W. Olympic Blvd., Suite 445,
90064 Los Angeles
United States
T: 1 310 478 4347
E: psychcntr.pcc@verizon.net
www.psycc.org

Members: 84
Candidates: 28

Founded: 1984
IPA Provisional Society: 1987
IPA Componant Society: 1993

Status: ipa.uk, 2011; PCC 7.7.2011
Psychoanalytic Institute of Northern California - PINC

2252 Fillmore Street
94115-2222 San Francisco
United States
T: 1 415 922 4050
E: pincsf@gmail.com
www.pincsf.org

Members: 123

Founded: 1989
IPA provisional society: 2004
IPA component society: 2009
North American Region
China
Japan
Korea

Study Group:
Korean Association of Psychoanalysis - KAPA
Korean Association of Psychoanalysis
KAPA

c/o Prof. D. Jeong;
Dept. of Psychiatry Seoul
National University Hospital
28 Yongon-dong Jongno-gu
110744 Seoul
Republic of Korea
T: 
E: 
http://freud.or.kr

Members: 5
Candidates:

Founded:

Status: ipa.uk, 2011; KAPA: 14.7.2011
Societies and Institutes

1932: Transformation to a Federation of American Psychoanalytic Societies.
1942: Transformation to an association of component societies/institutes
1986: Full training for non-medical students established.

Before this time, candidates for psychoanalytic training were required to be doctors of medicine.
American Psychoanalytic Association - APsaA

Affiliated Societies: 38

In general, the focus of APsaA’s affiliate societies is to provide ongoing educational opportunities for their members.

Association For Psychoanalytic Medicine (New York)
Atlanta Psychoanalytic Society
Austin/San Antonio Psychoanalytic Society
Baltimore Washington Center for Psychoanalysis
Berkshire Society for Psychoanalysis
Boston Psychoanalytic Society and Institute, Inc.
Chicago Psychoanalytic Society
Cincinnati Psychoanalytic Society
Cleveland Psychoanalytic Center
Dallas Psychoanalytic Center
Denver Psychoanalytic Society
Florida Psychoanalytic Society
Greater Kansas City Psychoanalytic Society
Houston-Galveston Psychoanalytic Society
Long Island Psychoanalytic Society
Michigan Psychoanalytic Society
Minnesota Psychoanalytic Society
New Center for Psychoanalysis, Los Angeles
New Jersey Psychoanalytic Society

New Orleans-Birmingham Psychoanalytic Center
New York Psychoanalytic Society and Institute
North Carolina Psychoanalytic Society
Oregon Psychoanalytic Society
PINE Psychoanalytic Center
Pittsburgh Psychoanalytic Center
Psychoanalytic Association of New York
Psychoanalytic Center of Philadelphia
Psychoanalytic Society of Upstate New York
Saint Louis Psychoanalytic Society
San Diego Psychoanalytic Society and Institute
San Francisco Center for Psychoanalysis
Seattle Psychoanalytic Society and Institute
Southwest Psychoanalytic Society
Tampa Bay Psychoanalytic Society
Virginia Psychoanalytic Society
Washington Center for Psychoanalysis, Inc.
Western New England Psychoanalytic Society
Wisconsin Psychoanalytic Society
Reorganisation from „American Psychoanalytic Association“ to „Federation of American Psychoanalytic Societies“
1932 - IPA Congress Wiesbaden

“The reorganization of the “American Psychoanalytical Association” can be seen as one of the most significant signs of the advance of psychoanalysis in the United States.”

As a result of this restructuring, the American Psychoanalytical Association functions as an executive and organizational body (and not just a direct association of members). Its members are affiliated with local societies.

Local IPA-Societies 1932:
Baltimore-Washington Psychoanalytic Society
Chicago Psychoanalytic Society
New York Psychoanalytic Society.

*) Eitingon, IZP, XIX, 1933, 258
see also IZP, XIX, 1933, 279
IPA Congress Wiesbaden 1932
A.A. Brill: IPA Vicepresident - representing the APsaA

Eitingon submits the motion that

"the chair of the steering committee grants the Federative Psychoanalytical Society of the United States a seat in the Executive Board of the International Psychoanalytical Association."

We thus suggest creating a third vice-president [...].

The congress then elected Dr. Brill was then elected third vice-president, which received much applause."
Association for Psychoanalytic Medicine - APM

c/o Stuart Taylor 115 Central Park West, Suite 15
10023 New York / US
E: drh2@columbia.edu
http://theapm.org/

APM: Founded: 1942
Incorporated 13.2.1945

Columbia University Center for Psychoanalytic Training and Research: Founded: 15.1.1945

1051 Riverside Drive, Unit 63
New York NY 10032 (US)
E: wj1@columbia.edu
http://psychoanalysis.columbia.edu/train

Established in the Department of Psychiatry of the Columbia University College of Physicians and Surgeons.

It was the first psychoanalytic institute affiliated with the American Psychoanalytic Association to be established in a university and medical school.
Atlanta
Psychoanalytic Society
APS

c/o Judy Kisla, DO 5064 Roswell Road, Suite D-201 xxx
30342 Atlanta
United States
T:
E: rjordan@emory.edu
www.atlantapsychoanalysis.com

Founded: 1973

Welcome
This website provides information about three independent but related Atlanta-based psychoanalytically-oriented organizations, as well as links to other national and international psychoanalytic organizations and resources.

The Emory University Psychoanalytic Institute is the training site for individuals who want to become psychoanalysts.

The Atlanta Psychoanalytic Society provides a community venue for education, lively collegial discourse and fellowship among psychoanalysts, psychoanalytically-informed mental health professionals and other individuals who share a common interest in psychoanalysis.

The Atlanta Foundation for Psychoanalysis supports the Institute and Society financially and functions as the outreach arm for Psychoanalysis in the community.

You may download copies of our newsletter, Open Mind, here.
San Antonio Psychoanalytic Society
SAPS

c/o Sherry Dickey, Ph.D. 5511 Parkcrest Drive Suite 206 78746 Austin United States

T: 1 512 306 0050 E: saps@live.com
www.saps.org/index.html

Founded informally +/- 1985
Formally Incorporated: 2000

San Antonio Society for Psychoanalytic Studies
About SASPS

The San Antonio Society for Psychoanalytic Studies (SASPS) is the local affiliate of Division 39, Psychoanalysis, of the American Psychological Association. The Society has met informally for over 15 years, and was formally incorporated in 2000.

SASPS is an interdisciplinary society, comprised of psychoanalysts, psychologists, physicians, social workers, and other mental health professionals who share an interest in the application of psychoanalytic ideas to understanding human nature and treating emotional problems. SASPS sponsors a variety of activities, including reading groups, films and film discussions, educational symposia and workshops. The focus is on discussion of contemporary innovations in psychoanalytic ideas in formats that encourage lively and informal professional interchange. Members meet monthly to discuss, dissect, and review psychoanalytic articles that address such issues as psychoanalytic theory, developmental issues and conflicts, gender issues in psychoanalysis and psychotherapy, transference/counter transference, and success and failures in psychoanalysis and psychotherapy. Participation in the reading group, and most of the Society's educational activities, is open to individuals interested in psychoanalysis from all levels of training, from students to experienced practitioners.

In the past several years the Society has hosted visits from several distinguished psychoanalysts, including Donnel Stern, Owen Renik, Jessica Benjamin and Nancy McWilliams. These speakers have offered lucid and original discussions of theory as well as applications of psychoanalytic principles and techniques in the form of case presentations.

The Annual Frank C. Paredes lecture is a proud undertaking of SASPS. This annual event honors the memory of a colleague who made many distinguished contributions of our community, and also provides a venue for an ongoing discussion of how culture informs and shapes the development of personal identity. Past presenters such as Cynthia de las Fuentes, Ricardo Ainslie, Melba Vasquez, David Ramirez and Jose E. Limón have contributed to our understanding of, and appreciation for the interplay and dynamics between psychology and culture.

Status: ipa.uk, SAPS: 2011;
Baltimore-Washington Center for Psychoanalysis

14900 Sweitzer Lane Suite 102
20707 Laurel
United States
T:
E: admin@bwanalysis.org
www.bwanalysis.org

Founded: 1932

Baltimore-Washington Psychoanalytic Institute:
Founded 1933

Baltimore Psychoanalytic Institute
Founded: 1952

1987: Baltimore Psychoanalytic Institute's name changed to Baltimore-Washington Institute for Psychoanalysis

Status: ipa.uk, APsaA: 2011;
Berkshire Society for Psychoanalysis

C/o Lester H. Friedman, MD PO Box 71
01230 Great Barrington
United States
Institute: Patricia Stevens
Administrator
P.O. Box 877
Stockbridge, MA 01262
T: 1 413 229 0138
E: berkshirespsych@verizon.net
www.berkshire-psychoanalytic.org

Founded: 2001
Boston Psychoanalytic Society & Institute
BPSI

15 Commonwealth Avenue
02116 Boston
United States
T: 1 617 266-0953
E: office@bostonpsychoanalytic.org
www.bostonpsychoanalytic.org

Boston Psychoanalytic Society and Institute:
Founded 1933

Boston Psychoanalytic Society
Founded: 1914 (till 1918)
Chicago Psychoanalytic Society
CPS

122 South Michigan Avenue Suite 1300
60603 Chicago
United States
T:
E: cps@3b.com
www.3b.com/cps/

Society and Institute
Founded: 1931

The Chicago Psychoanalytic Society

Welcome to the Chicago Psychoanalytic Society. We are dedicated to promoting the understanding and practice of psychoanalysis.

Mission Statement

The Chicago Psychoanalytic Society is committed to the furtherance of psychoanalytic theory and practice.

Directory of Members

Analytic Observer, Fall 2010

Mission Statement

The Chicago Psychoanalytic Society is committed to the furtherance of psychoanalytic theory and practice.

Other Sites of Interest

Member Pages

Fred Levin
- SecretMind.com
- Fred Levin’s Psychoanalysis

Related Web Sites

- American Psychoanalytic Association
- American Psychoanalytic Institute
- Association for Psychoanalytic Studies
- Chicago Psychoanalytic Society
- Chicago Psychoanalytic Society

North American Region - China - Japan - Korea

IPAp1910 - 2010

Status: ipa.uk, CPS: 2011;
Cincinnati Psychoanalytic Society SPS and Institute

3001 Highland Avenue
45219 Cincinnati
United States
T:
E: cpiadministrator@3001.us
http://cps-i.org/

Cincinnati Psychoanalytic Institute
Founded: 1973

We train the professionals who help others live productive satisfying lives

Be a part of a community that values deep understanding of the human mind.

The Cincinnati Psychoanalytic Institute (CPI) is a non-profit educational institution that offers post-graduate training to mental health professionals. Our educational programs – unique in the Ohio, Kentucky, and Indiana tri-state area – are based on the theories of psychoanalysis. Our faculty is committed to passing on techniques and practices that bring about lasting change in the lives of patients.

Our core mission is to attract and teach mental health professionals who seek intensive training in the psychoanalytic approach. In addition, we offer programs for those in need of continuing education credits and sponsor events for the public which explore the arts, music, literature and societal issues from a psychoanalytic point of view. We are closely aligned and develop partnerships with other interested organizations.

One of the most intellectually stimulating experiences of your career

Join our e-newsletter
Cincinnati Psychoanalytic Institute
3001 Highland Avenue
Cincinnati, Ohio 45219
(513) 961-8886

Status: ipa.uk, SPS: 2011
Cleveland Psychoanalytic Center

2460 Fairmount Boulevard Suite 312
44106-3164 Cleveland Heights United States
T: 
E: 
http://psychoanalysiscleveland.org/

Cleveland Psychoanalytic Society 
Founded 1957

Cleveland Psychoanalytic Institute 
Founded 1960 
(now the Cleveland Psychoanalytic Center)
Dallas
Psychoanalytic Center
DALPSA

UT Southwestern Medical Center
5323 Harry Hines Blvd.
Dallas, TX 75390-9070
T: 214-648-7486
E: www.dalpsa.org/

Members: 52 (2011 04)

Dallas Psychoanalytic Society
Established 1982

Dallas Psychoanalytic Center
Established: 1988

Status: ipa.uk, DALPSA, APsaA: 2011;
Denver Psychoanalytic Society

4200 East 9th Avenue C-255-64
80262 Denver
United States
T: 1 303 724 2666
E: www.denverpsychoanalytic.org

Denver Institute for Psychoanalysis
Established: 1969
Recognised as Approved: 1972
Florida Psychoanalytic Society

420 South Dixie Highway Suite 2F
33146-2 Coral Gables
United States
T: E: flpsychoanaly@aol.com
www.floridapsychoanalytic.org

Founded: 1966
Greater Kansas City - Topeka Psychoanalytic Society
GKCTPC

8000 Lee Boulevard
66206 Leawood
United States
T: 1 816 531 2600
E: info@gkcpsa.org
www.gkcpsa.org/
the_society.html
Members: 59 (2011 04)

Topeka Institute for Psychoanalysis
Founded: 1942

Topeka Greater Kansas City Institute
Established: 1995

Status: ipa.uk, APsaA, GKCTPS: 2011;
Houston-Galveston Psychoanalytic Society

900 Lovett Boulevard
TX 77006 Houston
United States
E: admin@hgpsas.org
www.hgpsas.org/

Houston-Galveston Psychoanalytic Institute
Founded: 1974

Status: ipa.uk, HGPS: 2011;
Long Island Psychoanalytic Society

c/o Beatriz Markman Reubins
M.D. 5 Applegreen Drive
11568 Old Westbury
United States
T: 1 516 621 5188
E:
www.lipsychoanalysis.org/

Founded:

The Long Island Psychoanalytic Society

This website is currently under construction. When complete it will display:
1) a roster of members
2) notices of planned events & meetings
3) referrals for reduced-fee treatment
4) a forum for members

Check back frequently to be there when we go online.

Status: ipa.uk, AUsaA, LIPS: 7.7.2011;
Michigan Psychoanalytic Society and Institute

32841 Middlebelt Road Suite 411
48334 Farmington Hills
United States
T:  
E: mpi1@ix.netcom.com

www.wichiganpsychoanalytic.org

Michigan Psychoanalytic Society and Institute
Founded 1957

Detroit Psychoanalytic Society
Founded 1940 (R. Sterba) but soon disaccredited

Status: ipa.uk, 2011;
Minnesota Psychoanalytic Society and Institute

c/o Robert Werner, M.D. 301 W River Parkway, #103
55401-3375 Minneapolis
United States
T: 1 952 996 6420
E: www.

Founded: 2000
New Center for Psychoanalysis
NCP
Los Angeles

2014 Sawtelle Boulevard
90025 Los Angeles
United States
T: 1 310 478 6541
E: eciliap@n-c-p.org
www.n-c-p.org/

Formed 2005

Before:
Los Angeles Psychoanalytic Society and Institute (1946)-LAPSI
Southern Californian Institute and Society - SCPIIS
New Jersey Psychoanalytic Society

C/o Tamar Schwartz Lawrence
Schwartz Par 25-79 31st Street
11102 Astoria
United States
T: 1 718 278 7416
E: njpsinfo@aol.com
www.

Founded: 1959
New Orleans-Birmingham Psychoanalytic Society - Center NOBPC

3624 Coliseum Street  
LA 70115 New Orleans  
United States  
T: 1 504 899 5815  
E: nobpcenter@gmail.com  
www.nobpc.org/Page

Informally began: 1947  
Formally approved as Study Group: 1949  
Fully accredited as Institute: 1961
New York Psychoanalytic Society and Institute
NYPSA

247 East 82nd Street
10028 New York
United States
T: 212.879.6900
E: adm.dir@nypsa.org
www.psychoanalysis.org

New York Psychoanalytic Society
Founded February 12, 1911
and incorporated March 2, 1911

New York Psychoanalytic Institute
Founded: 1931

Status: ipa.uk, NYPSA: 2011;
North Carolina Psychoanalytic Society
NCPS

901 Paverstone Drive Suite 11
27615-1937 Raleigh
United States
T: 1 919 667 9125
E: info@ncpsasoc.org
www.ncpsasoc.org

Established: 1977
Oregon Psychoanalytic Society

2250 NW Flanders, Suite 312
97210 Portland
United States
T: 1 503 229 0175
E: info@oregonpsychoanalytic.org
www.oregonpsychoanalytic.org

Oregon Psychoanalytic Institute: Established: 1995
Provisional Institute: 2005

Oregon Psychoanalytic Center

Status: ipa.uk, OPC: 2011;
Psychoanalytic Society of New England, East
PINE

PO Box 920762
02492-0009 Needham
United States
T: 1 781 449 8365
E: office@pineanalysis.org
www.pineanalysis.org

Members: 65
Candidates: 18

Psychoanalytic Institute of New England, East
Founded: 1973
Pittsburgh Psychoanalytic Society

401 Shady Avenue Apt B-101
15206 Pittsburgh
United States
T: 
E: administration@pghpsa.org
www.pghpsa.org

Pittsburgh Psychoanalytic Society
Founded: 1959

Pittsburgh Psychoanalytic Institute
Founded: 1964

Status: ipa.uk, PPS: 2011;
Psychoanalytic Association of New York

PANY

Marilyn Herleth
Executive Secretary
387 Concord Avenue
Lindenhurst,
New York 11757 / US
T: 1 212 366 5825
E: mherleth@verizon.net
http://sites.google.com/site/panynyc/

Established: 1955

associated with
The Institute for Psychoanalytic Education

Psychoanalytic Association of New York

Welcome to the website of the Psychoanalytic Association of New York, the affiliate society of the American Psychoanalytic Association that is associated with The Institute for Psychoanalytic Education affiliated with NYU School of Medicine.

In these pages, you will find information about our scientific programs, our officers and members of the Board, membership, the PANY Bulletin, and our practice initiative at NYU.

Next Scientific Session
Monday, May 16, 2011
46th Freud Anniversary Lecture
Anatomy and Destiny
Lecturer: Stephen K. Firestein, MD
Introduction by: Michael Fleisher

Status: ipa.uk, PANY: 2011;

affiliated with NYU School of Medicine.
Psychoanalytic Center of Philadelphia
PCOP

Rockland - East Fairmount Park
3810 Mt. Pleasant Drive
Philadelphia, PA 19121
United States
T: 215.235.2345
E: tpap@bellatlantic.net
www.philanalysis.org

Founded: 1939
Psychoanalytic Society of Upstate New York
PSUNY

c/o Mario Testani, M.D. 2075 Scottsville Road
14623 Rochester
United States
T:
E:
www.

founded
Saint Louis Psychoanalytic Society

8820 Ladue, 3rd Floor
63124 St. Louis
United States
T: 1 314 361 7075
E: www.stlpsa.org

Saint Louis Psychoanalytic Foundation
Founded: 1956

Saint Louis Psychoanalytic Institute
Established: 1974

The Saint Louis Psychoanalytic Society

About the Society

Welcome to the Saint Louis Psychoanalytic Society. This Society exists to foster the growth of psychoanalysis and psychotherapy, encourage advances in its theories, and maintain professional standards in its practice of psychoanalysis and psychotherapy in the St. Louis area. It provides an organization for affiliation and communication with other similar organizations around the world, such as the American Psychoanalytic Association and its component societies. Within the St. Louis area, the Society stimulates interest in the education of psychoanalysts, fosters scientific discourse among psychoanalysts and psychoanalytic psychotherapists, and, through cooperation with qualified experts in other fields, contributes to other applications of psychoanalytic theories.

an affiliated Society and Institute of

American Psychoanalytic Association

Status: ipa.uk, SLPS, APsaA: 2011;
San Diego Psychoanalytic Society and Institute SDPSI

4455 Morena Blvd. Suite 202
92117 San Diego
United States
T: 1 858 454 3102
E: admin@sdpsi.org
http://www.sdpsi.org

San Diego Psychoanalytic Society
Founded: 1973

San Diego Psychoanalytic Institute Founded 1977
San Francisco Center for Psychoanalysis
SFCP

2340 Jackson Street
San Francisco, CA 94115
United States
T: 1 415-563-5815
E: ed@sf-cp.org
www.sf-cp.org

San Francisco Center for Psychoanalysis
Founded: 1941

San Francisco Psychoanalytic Society
Founded: 1942

San Francisco Center for Psychoanalysis
Organized: 2007

Status: ipa.uk, APsaA, SFCP; 2011;
Seattle Psychoanalytic Society and Institute

SPSI

4020 East Madison, Suite 230
98112 Seattle
United States
T:  
E: info@spsi.org
www.spsi.org

Seattle Psychoanalytic Society
Founded: 1957
Founded: 1964
Southwest Psychoanalytic Society
SPS

PO Box 8456
85738 Tucson
United States
T: 1 520 818 0429
E: sps@hughes.net
www.swpsychoanalytic.org

Founded: 1997

The Southwest Psychoanalytic Society is a non-profit educational and community service organization, founded in 1997, and is an affiliate of the American Psychoanalytic Association. Its mission is to enhance the psychological growth and emotional well-being of Arizonans, in an enduring way.

UPCOMING SPS/ACPS EVENTS

Why Bion? Why Jung?
For That Matter, Why Freud?

John Rosegrant, PhD

Status: ipa.uk, APsA, SPS; 2011;
Tampa Bay Psychoanalytic Society
TBPS

14043 North Dale Mabry Highway
Suite 990
33618-2401 Tampa
United States
T: 1 813 288 0783
E: lwadsworth@verizon.net
www.tbpsychoanalytic.org

Members: 61

Affiliated with APsaA: 1993,

Name till 2008:
Tampa (SW Florida)
Psychoanalytic Society
Virginia
Psychoanalytic Society

c/o Victor Vieweg, M.D. 5855
Bremo Road, Suite 404
23226-1924 Richmond
United States
T: 1 434 295 6422
E: www.

Telephone: (434) 295-6422

Founded:

Status: ipa.uk, 2011;
Washington Center for Psychoanalysis

4545 - 42nd Street NW #309
20016-4 Washington
United States
T: 202 237 1854
E: center@wcpweb.org
www.wcpweb.org

Former Washington Psychoanalytic Society

Washington Psychoanalytic Society
Founded: 1914 (halt WWI)

Washington-Baltimore Psychoanalytic Society
Founded in 1930
Both Institutes
Full APsaA status: 1955

Change of Name: 2000 into Washington Center for Psychoanalysis

Welcome to the Washington Center for Psychoanalysis

The Washington Center for Psychoanalysis is a non-profit association based in Washington, DC which provides clinical and non-clinical training in psychoanalysis and psychodynamic psychotherapy, as well as other psychoanalytic theory and concepts as applied to the arts, films and theater, as well as to academia, and a full program of psychoanalytic scientific meetings, conferences and lectures. Our community, virtual and real-world, provides many opportunities for collegiality, for education and promotion of psychoanalysis and psychotherapy through community outreach projects.

Programs
The Washington Center for Psychoanalysis offers the following programs:

Washington Psychoanalytic Institute
Offers full psychoanalytic training for careers in psychoanalytic practice, teaching and research.

Modern Perspectives on Psychotherapy
Three-year training program in psychoanalytically-oriented psychotherapy for mental health professionals.

New Directions
Three-year program for clinicians, academics and writers to apply psychoanalytic perspectives to professional and personal writing.

Upcoming Events

“Mapping Time: Temporalities in Psychoanalysis”
Friday, April 29, 2011
8:00 PM
Speaker: Muriel Dinen, Ph.D.
Pentagon Ballroom
Residence Inn by Marriott
at Pentagon City
550 Army Navy Drive
Arlington, VA 22202
1.5 CMEs are offered.
Limited parking for a fee is available
underground.
Metro: Pentagon City Station,
3 blocks away
Online Registration Form

Community Psychoanalysis
with Community Presentation:
“Preventing Violence and Bullying in Schools and Communities”
with Stuart Twemlow, MD
Watch for More Information and Registration

Status: ipa.uk, WCP, APsaA: 2011;
The Western New England Institute for Psychoanalysis

The Western New England Psychoanalytic Society

Education and Training
- Psychoanalytic Training
- Continuing Education Courses
- Scientific Meetings
- Scholar's Program
- Symposium
- Seminars in Psychoanalytic
- Psychotherapy
- more...

Learning Opportunities
- For Medical Students
- For Psychiatry Residents and Fellows

Psychoanalytic Clinic
- The Psychoanalytic Clinic
- The Child Psychoanalytic Clinic
- To Refer a Patient

Related Links
- American Psychoanalytic Association
- 10 minute video of
  100 Years of Psychoanalysis in America

SYMPOSIUM IS SOLD OUT
Please click on the following links for more information about the symposium:
symposium page.

The Western New England Institute for Psychoanalysis is an educational organization offering training in adult, child and adolescent psychoanalysis. The Institute is affiliated with The American Psychoanalytic Association and follows their training standards. The Institute also offers psychoanalytic courses for academic scholars, and sponsors a psychoanalytic clinic offering low–fee psychoanalysis for patients of all ages who are unable to afford a private analysis.

The Western New England Psychoanalytic Society is a professional association of practicing psychoanalysts that provides continuing education and outreach to mental health...
Wisconsin Psychoanalytic Society
Institute
Foundation

2025 East Newport Avenue, 4th floor
WI 53211 Milwaukee
United States
T. 414.961.8107
E: admin@wisconsinpsa.org
www.wisconsinpsa.org/

Wisconsin Psychoanalytic Foundation
Established: 1979

Wisconsin Psychoanalytic Institute
Established: 1993
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American Psychoanalytic Association - APsaA

Affiliated Study Groups

Nashville Psychoanalytic Study Group
http://nashville-psychoanalytic.org/

Birmingham Psychoanalytic Study Group
Telephone: (205) 975-8455

Missoula Psychoanalytic Study Group
Telephone: (205) 996-2452

Santa Fe Psychoanalytic Study Group
Telephone: (901) 684-1960

Society of Psychoanalysts of Puerto Rico
Telephone: (787) 753-9515; Fax: (787) 766-0192

Syracuse Psychoanalytic Study Group
Telephone: (315) 382-5291
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